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and	understand	the	experiences	of	anthropologists	working	outside	of	academia	in	commercial	contexts,	including	the	process	of	their	transitions	away	from	their	academic	backgrounds	and	life	pursuits	and	their	integration	into	new	cultural	systems	in	business.	It	also	provides	reflections	on	my	own	journey	as	an	anthropologist	in	business.	It	is	my	hope	that	my	series	will	shed	greater	light	on	the	application	of	anthropology	in	industry,	on	the	experiences	of	those	anthropologists	employed	in	the	corporate	world,	and	on	the	surprising	entanglements	of	apparently	different,	and	perhaps	opposed,	cultural	systems	of	academia	and	business.	To	lay	the	foundation	for	interpreting	the	stories	of	my	twenty	anthropologists	in	business,	I	will	provide	the	greater	historical	and	structural	context	framing	and	shaping	their	experiences.	What	led	to	the	involvement	of	anthropologists	in	business?	Why	didn’t	they	stay	within	the	ivory	towers?	What	kinds	of	things	do	anthropologists	do	in	business?	The	next	contribution	in	this	series	will	set	the	stage	for	the	forthcoming	tales	of	anthropologists’	trials	and	triumphs	in	business.			
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